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Elaborate lights offered this nighttime view of the Federal Building and the Cascades at the 1909 exposition.

A Showcase for Coconuts
and Gold Dust
WRITTEN BY PAUL DORPAT
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n 1907, a decade after the first
rush north for gold, workers
started transforming the wild Uni·
versity of Washington campus into a
civilized stage. Seattle was ready to
celebrate its success in outfitting and
exploiting Alaska and the Yukon,
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Padfic Exposition (AYP) opened on
June 6, 1909, the centerpiece was
the Arctic Circle, shown in our
" then" image by AYP's offidal
photographer, Frank Nowell. Here a
semidrcle of seven structures surrounded the Cascades and Geyser
Basin. The temporary buildings were
designed in a variation of typical
exposition style: neoclassical colonnades supporting great arching roofs
decorated with profuse baroque detaUs. The seven buildings were
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with what The Times reported were
" gigantic piles of fruits including a
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pineapples cunningly arranged."
The centrally placed U.S. Government Building featured at its entrance a marine hospital operating
room with masked, life-sized wax
figures so real that the scene sent
' 'shivers up the backs . . . of the
bewildered visitors." The Alaska
Building, to the left of the Federal
Building, had a somewhat predict·
able display of SI million in gold
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tised as much as its dollar value.
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far
thof
clams ever shown at an expositiOn.
And across the Arctic Circle in the
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domed centerpiece behind the foun-
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cosmopOlitan cover was a cornucopia of mostly local enterprise combined with products from the trans-
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Today the basin is called Frosh Pond.
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handling the telephone company's
business. The building also dis-
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ize domestic architecture by making
bedrooms unnecessary.''
However, many visitors preferred
to simply stroll the grounds or on

io

clear days
just sit around and
watch the crowds mill around the
Arctic Circle, usually in their Sunday
best. And some, like those relaxing
In Nowell's photo, would look ·across
the fonnal gardens and down the
Rainier vista to what the AYP
publicists promoted as "the only real
mountain an exposition has ever
had."
But the Arctic Circle was not the

whole show. It was the center of
elegance intended to raise the standards of popular taste. Meanwhile,
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primitives and exotic carny attractions called the " Pay Streak," where
those with popular tastes would
often pay extra not to be elevated.
Exposition visitors went back and
forth between the crowded excite-

ment of the Pay Streak and the
meditative pace of the dazzling white
city that surrounded the Geyser
Basin. At night this bright model of
civilization instantly crystalized into
the heavenly city on the hill when
the elaborate covering of electric
lights were turned on.
The Arctic Circle, and the entire
AYP had its beginning in I 905 when
Godfrey Chealander of Seattle re-

turned home from Portland's Lewis
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retary of the Arctic Brotherhood and
wanted a Seattle showcase for his
exhibit. With help from then Seattle
Times City Editor James Wood,
Chealander's desire turned into a
108 day affair that attracted nearly
four million paid visitors.
In ~e contemporary scene the

Geyser Basin is the same, but
renamed Frosh Pond. The temporary classical plaster of the Arctic
Circle has been replaced by a more
permanent brick architecture of aca·
demic gothic. (Next week Now and
Then will look at the AYP's other
side - the Pay Streak.)
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